
TAAS Leads Venus Transit Activities
 at Museums and Other Venues

Photos clockwise from top left: transit from Balloon Museum by John Laning, scene near Explora museum by Lynne Olson, transit from NW Albuquerque by Bill Firth, and 
scene near Balloon Museum —with Alex Acerra, Lance Hurt, and John Laning—by Jim Seargeant. Technical information for transit photographs on page 3
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I N S I D E

Curiosity:  A Journey to Mars   Ted Spitzmiller

Balloon Museum a Focal Point
by Mike Molitor

June 5, 2012:  Another great day; another great 
event.  The morning saw significant traffic on 
TAAS-L regarding cloud forecast for ABQ, and the 
best location to insure better odds for viewing 
the Venus transit.  As the morning progressed, 

the clouds held to the east and local 
visibility prospects greatly improved. By 
2:00 p.m. our sky was clear and provided 
fine white-light and H-alpha views of the 
Sun, along with excellent solar projection 
images.

At the Balloon Museum, more than nine 
TAAS members worked the Venus Transit 
concert and fielded nearly twice that 

IF YOU THINK a heat shield and para-
chute are all you need for planetfall, 
don’t head for Mars—or at least hear 
Ted Spitzmiller first.

In “Curiosity—A Journey to Mars,” 
Spitzmiller will preview the landing se-
quence of the Curiosity rover, due to 
land on the red planet August 6. He will 
address the Society General Meeting at 
7 p.m., Saturday, June 30 at UNM’s Re-

gener Hall. The lecture is free and open 
to the public.

Mars’s atmosphere is useful in braking  
an interplanetary space probe, but it is 
too thin for a final descent by parachutes 
alone. Spitzmiller will detail NASA’s 
complex solution. “I will also discuss 
some of the primary experiments the 
lander will undertake,” said Spitzmiller.

Ted Spitzmiller holds a master of 

science in information systems and has 
worked in the Army’s Ordinance Guided 
Missile School, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, IBM, and Intel. He has 
been a flight instructor with more than 
4,000 hours experience in 60 different 
types of aircraft. He is the author of the 
two-volume Astronautics: A Historical 
Perspective of Mankind’s Efforts to 
Conquer the Cosmos and more than 40 
articles on aviation. 

continued on page 7. . . 
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P r e s i d e n t ’ s  M e s s a g e Dee Friesen

A Tale of Two Suns

Wow, what an experience the past few weeks have been!  Our 
total concentration has been on the Sun.  Our star, alone in 
space and far from anywhere, captured our attention as never 
before.  It was a tale of two suns.  Two different and unrelated 
stories unfolded before our eyes.  First the Sun went behind 
our moon.  Next the Sun provided the backdrop for the transit 
of our sister planet Venus.

Most people spend all their time never giving a second 
thought to the role that our star plays in our lives.  Without it 
of course, there would be no life.  All life is the result of the 
energy that our planet receives from the Sun.  The processes 
are complex, interesting, and provide all the diversity that 
enables some of us to be scientists, teachers, salesmen, or 
TAAS presidents.

However, it was not these processes that captured our 
attention.  Instead, it was simply the position of the Sun on 
two separate occasions that created the excitement.

The annular eclipse captured the attention of our community 
like I have never seen before and probably will never see 

again.  The sun behaved normally that fateful Sunday.  It 
came up on time, moved across the sky as predicted, and 
then, as it approached the horizon, the Moon got in the way.  
This is what we wanted, but had not the Sun been where it 
was supposed to be, nothing special would have occurred.  
So, thanks to the Sun for doing its job.

I found the second tale of the Sun more interesting.  It 
provided a brilliant screen for Venus to obscure as its orbit 
crossed the line of nodes and it became visible as the black 
dot we had been waiting 115 years for.  The event was even 
more meaningful because we know that none of us living 
people will ever see this event again.  We have become the 
people “back in 2012” that, 105 years from now, the writers 
will reference.  But again, it was the Sun that created all 
of this.  It keeps the planets in orbit and determines their 
positions so that these events can occur.

So, we must say thanks to our star, the Sun, for behaving 
properly, predictably, and meaningfully. We were once in our 
lifetime able to experience the Tale of Two Suns.

Observe—educate—Have Fun

Wow! That Was Something
Barry Spletzer

YUP, it’s over. The annular eclipse and transit were here, 
quite literally in our own back yard, and only 16 days apart. 
With the next local annular eclipse over a decade away, 
the next Venus transit over a century distant, and the next 
time both come 
to town together 
like this probably 
over 10,000 years 
from now, this 
is something to 
commemorate.

And commemorate 
we will. With 
TAAS’s usual 
unbridled 
enthusiasm, a 
dedicated crew has been laboring to design, produce, and 
make available a custom T-shirt commemorating these 

events. As you can see, the design puts you right in the 
middle of the action with the eclipse on the shirt’s front and 
the transit on the back.

Currently, plans are for a one-time order for these once-
in-a-bunch-of-lifetimes shirts. So like Faberge eggs and 
buffalo nickels, the supply is limited. It’s simple. If you don’t 
preorder, you don’t get a shirt. Don’t panic, it’s not too late to 

order. In fact, it’s 
too early. This little 
article is just to 
warn you and pump 
you up about what’s 
coming. You will 
have plenty of time 
and opportunity to 
order. All details 
will be posted 
on the Web site, 
TAAS-L, and 
maybe even in 

another glib article like this in the Sid Times. Until then, keep 
your shirt on. 


White shirt with images on the front and the back
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G N T O  N e w s  &  V i e w s Steve Welch

THE BIG NEWS continues to be that the new TAAS-Member-
Friendly CCD Astrophotography Setup has seen its First Light.  Bill 
Wallace, Pete Eschman, and Lisa Wood are making great strides 
getting the bugs out of the system. Thanks again to Bill and Pete and 
Lisa—I know they are going to make this a big success. Hopefully 
in this issue of Sidereal Times there are some examples of what Bill 
has been able to do with the setup—they are spectacular! 

Since the last issue of Sid Times was devoted to eclipse coverage, 
we postponed our report of the very successful outing of the GNTO 
Video Astronomy Outreach Setup at the La Vida Llena retirement 
community. Lance Hurt, Mike Molitor and I, with special guest 
astronomer Bob Havlen, hosted the event for 40 or more facility 
residents. This is our second year at this venue with the help of 
John and Lanie Dickel, both TAAS members and La Vida Llena 
residents. All who attended were very appreciative of our video 
setup, which made it possible for those with mobility limitations 
to enjoy the show as well. Mike and Lanie report on this event 
elsewhere in this issue.

As I write this, last night was the first of two June GNTO observing 
nights, and I’m back east—Will Ferrell was the opener, but 
cancelled the event due to a cloudy forecast. The backup opener, 
Bill Wallace (a Belen resident), opened and used a few sucker holes 
to make progress in checking out the new CCD setup—thanks Bill! 
Here’s his brief report:

Opened about 7:20 p.m.. Carl Frisch, an old member with a scope, 
and a new member with wife and daughter showed up. I set up the 
small dome and did some more testing of the imaging equipment.

The weather went from a large sucker hole to almost total cloud 
cover to almost totally clear. The member left just before it became 
clear. For the last 2 hours the winds were rather high and gusty. 
I got some nice shots of M51 and M101 with a minimum of post 
processing. I closed at 12:20 a.m.

The second June GNTO event is on June 23, when we will conduct 
our quarterly short training class for using the 16” f/6 Newtonian 
Isengard telescope and other equipment at GNTO. Please show up at 
one of these training/observing nights—it only takes an hour or two 
to learn to use this fine instrument on your own. Then in July, we’ll 

have one GNTO New Moon observing event on Saturday, the 21st. I 
hope to see you there!

Our next GNTO committee meeting is Thursday, June 21. Meetings 
are open to any members and you are encouraged to attend.  Our 
committee meetings are a super way to become involved with the 
running of your observatory (plus--free food!). We need all the help 
we can get, since it does indeed take a village to run an observatory.

GNTO is open to all TAAS members and their guests, and we 
have at least one or two official observing night gatherings every 
month, weather permitting. We are also having increasing numbers 
of unofficial flash observing events, and Bill Wallace is thinking 
about special CCD imaging nights, too—keep your eyes open! You 
will appreciate the warm and comfortable Robert Ortega Building 
(the ROost!), and our guest trailer next to the dome is always open 
with coffee, hot chocolate, and any snacks you might want to share. 
Our 16” Isengard scope in the big dome, the Big Glass that the 
club’s “Old Guard” often bring to these observing nights. and our 
four loaner Dobsonian scopes are just part of the great equipment 
waiting for you at your observatory. Please plan your next trip to 
GNTO soon. If you have any questions about GNTO or GNTO 
committee meetings, contact me, Steve Welch, email:gnto@taas.
org, 505-866-7668 (home) or 303-530-2661 (mobile).

Page 1  Venus transit photography technical information

Photo of Venus transit by John Laning (top left) was taken at 19:30 hrs MDT, 
430mm fl, 1/600 sec., ISO100.

Bill Firth’s transit photo (bottom right) was taken through his Meade LX-200 
8” scope using a Thousand Oaks Optical full aperture solar filter and a 
Canon EOS 40D directly coupled to the telescope.

OAK FLAT STAR PARTY SATURDAY, JULY 14
by Lynne Olson

THE THIRD Oak Flat event of the summer will be held at 
the Oak Flat Picnic Area/Juniper Loop, approximately nine 
miles south of Tijeras, on Saturday, July 14 (and Happy 
Bastille Day, too).  The area will open for astronomers 
and visitors at 6:00 p.m. and observing starts at dusk.  
Please arrive before dark to park and access the field and 
remember to only use red light in the observing area to 
save everyone’s night vision.

Last month’s Oak Flat star party was a great success 
with clear skies, good temperatures,  an observing field 
ringed with telescopes of all sizes and types, and a good 
crowd of very happy visitors.  We are planning a repeat 
performance on the 14th, and the public is welcome and 
encouraged to attend.

Changes or cancellations will be announced on the Web 
site at www.taas.org and other notification sites.
The map for Oak Flat is on our Web page.
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J u l y  2 0 1 2

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4
ATM SIG
Meeting

5 6 7

8
Solar Sunday at
NM Museum of 
Natural History

9 10 11 12 13 14
Oak Flat Star 
Party

15 16 17 18
ATM SIG
Meeting

19
 

20 
Sidereal Times 
Deadline,
Explora Adult 
Night

21 
GNTO NM

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30

     

31  

Out-of-this-world Award Money
AS THE WINNER of the Astronomy Magazine 2011 Out-
of-this-world award, TAAS received $2,500.  The TAAS 
Board of Directors will consider how to use this award 
to best serve the mission of TAAS which is to OBSERVE –
EDUCATE–HAVE FUN. 

 TAAS members are encouraged 
to submit their suggestions for 
consideration.  All TAAS members 
earned this award and therefore all 
members should be involved in the 
decision.  Please send your suggestions 
to taas@taas.org or to any TAAS officer 
or BOD member.
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Saturday, May 5, 2012, 7:00 P.M.
Regener Hall

University of New Mexico
(See map, back page)

Curiosity: A Trip to Mars
Ted Spitzmiller

author of
Astronautics: A Historical Perspective of Mankind’s Efforts to Conquer the Cosmos

TAAS General Meeting
N o t e s

TAAS = The Albuquerque Astronomical Society.  
Hotline 254-TAAS (8227).

GNTO = General Nathan Twining Observatory
GNTO Training = GNTO Observing and Training 
GNTO NM = New Moon Premium Observing

Night

UNM = University of New Mexico Observatory. 
Call the TAAS hotline @254-8227, or the 
UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to confirm, or 
unm_coordinator@taas.org.

ATM = Amateur Telescope Making.  Call Michael 
Pendley for information @ 296-0549, or 
atm@taas.org.

P & A = UNM Physics and Astronomy Building, 
Corner of Lomas and Yale

               = School Star Party  
SIG = Special Interest Group

TBA = to be announced 
Blue Italics = Non-TAAS events

A u g u s t  2 0 1 2

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1
ATM SIG
Meeting

2
Board of 
Directors 
Meeting

3 4 
August 
General Meeting

5
Solar Sunday at
NM Museum of 
Natural History

6 7 8 9 10 11
Oak Flat Star 
Party

12 13 14 15
ATM SIG
Meeting

16
 

17 
Sidereal Times 
Deadline,

18 
GNTO NM

19 20 21 22 23
GNTO 
Committee 
Meeting

24 25
GNTO Fall 
Cleanup

26 27

     

28 29 30
Board of 
Directors 
Meeting

31
September

General Meeting
September 1
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Eric Edwards runs a big Dob giv-
ing great views of the transit and a 
host of sunspots.

TAAS Views Venus Transit in Old Town

TAAS members set up telescopes on the 
sidewalks between the museums in Old 

Town for viewing the Venus transit.  From 
4 to 6 p.m. over 500 visitors took a look. In 
addition to the TAAS members identified 

in the photographs, Carol Mitchell 
assisted with the effort.  All photos are 

courtesy of Lynne Olson.

Samuel Cruz volunteered to operate Dee’s projection 
screen on the 6” StarBlast teleescope for the entire 
time. Samuel quickly learned the facts about the 
transit and explained them to the viewing public.  
For his remarkable service, Samuel receives a free 
membership to TAAS.

The Sun in H-alpha, Venus, and atmo-
spheric elements of its sister planet, Earth.

Greg Dillon’s Personal Solar Telescope (PST) becomes less 
personal for the day as the public lines up for a look.

Melissa Kirk corrals millions of 
billions of transit photons to give 
the public their first (and last) 
look at the spectacle 

Getting a glimpse of the transit through a large Dob 
and (nearly) naked eyes

Dave Pitonzo’s parallelogram 
mounted binoculars come in 
handy for the very short as well

Public?  What public? Lynne 
Olson just has to take a look 
for herself

Special thanks to Barry 
Spletzer for captions.
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number of scopes. “Worked” was the operative word from 3:30 
p.m. to sundown. TAAS members were busy, sharing views of 
the Sun pre-transit, and after 4:05 with Venus in transit. The lines 
at the scopes never paused during the entire event. Engaged 
attendees returned to the scopes time and again. They asked 
many questions from just the curious, to the very specific 
regarding the view, the event and the equipment.

Pre-event ticket sales were in the 800-900 
range. The music by the Albuquerque Concert 

.  .  .  B a l l o o n  M u s e u m  a  F o c a l  P o i n t
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1

Mike Pendley’s venerable Sun Gun pulls transit duty next to Amy Estelle’s refractor and 
David Ray’s Dob.

Mike Molitor refracts while Ann Seargeant reflects transit 
images for anxious viewers.

Lance Hurt handles multiple viewers at 
once with a projection setup from the tele-
scope loan program.

Photos courtesy Jim Seargeant

Captions courtesy Barry Spletzer

Annular eclipse taken from a ridge top in SW ABQ through my 
Meade LX-200 8” scope using a Thousand Oaks Optical full 
aperture solar filter and my Canon EOS 40D directly coupled to the 
telescope.                                                                    —Bill Firth

Band and the New Mexico Philharmonic added much to 
enjoyment of the transit event. (As did the bottle of beer one 
patron bought me in appreciation.)

Having both H-alpha and white-light scopes, I confirm that the 
first solar bite was seen in H-alpha. In spite of some turbulent 
seeing, I caught glimpses of tenuous curved “horns” of the 
planet’s atmosphere, at 108x in my 100mm aperture scope 
equipped with Baader film. I did not see a complete ring. Also, 
observation of the black drop was muddied by seeing. Perhaps, 
that is all the black drop truly is, poor seeing.

Thanks specifically to: Alex Acerra, Amy Estelle, David Ray, Greg 
Nelson, Jim Seargeant, Joanna Berman, John Laning, Lance Hurt, 
and Steve Welch, for hanging in there.
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June–July Solar Programs 
at Your Local Libraries and 

Beyond
by Roger Kennedy

June 2, Tony Hillerman Library—First Light 
for the Lockheed-Martin/Sandia Library 
80mm Lunt solar telescope, the Night Sky 
Network’s Our Magnetic Sun lessons, and 
other solar activities

Thanks to Bob Havlen, Mike Molitor,
 Bob Amdahl, Amy Estelle, Gary Bodman

425 visitors

June 3, NM Museum of Natural History and 
Science (NMMNH&S) and Sandia Mountain 
Natural History Center First Sunday—Solar 
observing and pre-transit activities

Thanks to Doug Ray. Mike Molitor,
 Tony Martinez, Dave Ray, the Averhoffs

Total over 630 visitors

June 5, NMMNH&S, Balloon 
Museum, and various other 
venues—Venus Transit

Thanks to many
 TAAS members

Total for all, over 3,200 visitors

June 8 South Valley Library—
Solar observing and Our 
Magnetic Sun lessons

Thanks to Peter Eschman and 
Tony Martinez

76 visitors

June 9 Los Griegos Library—
Solar observing and Our 
Magnetic Sun lessons, Very 
Large Array (VLA) Star Lab

Thanks to Ric Thiem, 
Tony Martinez

65 visitors

June 9 Lomas-Tramway 
Library—Solar observing and 
Our Magnetic Sun lessons

Thanks to Tony Martinez
63 visitors

June 10 NMMNH&S Solar 
Sunday—Solar observing and 
Our Magnetic Sun lessons

Thanks to Linda Kennedy, Tony 
Martinez, Doug Ray, Mike Molitor

134 visitors

June 13 Main Library—Solar observing and 
Our Magnetic Sun lessons, VLA Star Lab

Thanks to Tony Martinez
78 visitors

June 13 North Valley Library—Solar 
observing and Our Magnetic Sun lessons

Thanks to Mike Molitor, 
Ric Thiem, Tony Martinez

56 visitors

June 14 Alamosa Library/Community 
Center—Solar observing and VLA Star Lab

Thanks to Peter Eschman, Tony Martinez
103 visitors

June 14 East Mountain Library—Solar 
Observing

Thanks to John Laning, Dave Ray
26 visitors

Upcoming events:

June 16 South Broadway Library Solar 
Outreach 10:30-11:30

June 16 NM Centennial 12:00 – 6:00
June 21 Cherry Hills Library Solar Outreach 

3:00 – 4:00
June 21 Westgate Library Solar Outreach 

10:30-11:30
June 23 Solstice Program at Petroglyphs NM 

10:00-12:00
June 26 Taylor Ranch Library Solar Outreach 

10:30-12:00
July 1 NMMNH&S 1st Sunday Solar 

Outreach 11:00-2:00
July 3 Erna Ferguson Library Solar Outreach 

2:00-3:00
July 7 Moriarty Library Solar Outreach TBA
July 8 NMMNH&S Solar Sunday, 1st light 

of re-opened observatory under 
volunteer operation

Hillerman Lirary. “Super Solar Box”
 created by Amy Estelle

TAAS members, Bob Havlen (left) and 
Roger Kennedy (middle) with new Lunt 80 
mm Solar Scope donated to ABC Libraries 

by Lockheed Martin.
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continued on page 12 . . . 

Star Party at La Vida Llena  May 30
by Mike Molitor and Lanie Dickel

Lance Hurt, Steve Welch and Mike 
Molitor supplied telescopes and TAAS 
video equipment forA a star party at the 
La Vida Llena retirement community. 
The event was organized by residents 
Lanie and John Dickel, who are TAAS 
members. With less than one week to 
the Venus transit, the group spied the 
thin crescent of Venus in twilight, using 
Lanie and John’s image-stabilized 
binoculars.  After dark, the two scopes, 
each equipped with a video camera 
and a TV monitor, provided large 
images of the Moon, Saturn with its 
rings and moons, and the M13 globular 
cluster.  At the height of the viewing 
when it was dark, there were about  
thirty La Vida Llena residents present.  
Another event may be in the works for 
October/November. 

SAS/RTMC/2012
Trip report by Jim Seargeant

Ann and I made our annual pilgrimage 
to the Riverside Telescope Makers 
Conference (RTMC) and the Society for 
Astronomical Science (SAS) Symposium 
on Telescope Science. The SAS 
symposium convenes during the week just 
before the RTMC and both are held in the 
Big Bear, California, area.

SAS Symposium. SAS promotes 
collaboration between amateurs and 
professionals in astronomical research.  
Areas of interest include asteroids, 
variable stars, cataclysmic stars, and most 
everything else that changes in the night 
sky.  Observations include astrometry 
(measuring position), photometry 
(measuring brightness), and spectroscopy 
(measuring brightness over a range of 
wavelengths).  The symposium includes 
two days of presentations plus one day 
of workshops—this year emphasizing 
spectroscopy.

This year I skipped the workshops—
spectroscopy is a possible future interest, 
but not yet.  As usual, the presentations 
included a selection of observation reports 
and descriptions of tools and techniques 
. My attention tends to drift during the 
observation reports, but I find the how-to 
stuff very interesting.  For example, John 
Hoot's description of drift scan occultation 
observations is something I'd like to try. 

I have a copy of the proceedings if anyone 
is interested in looking through it.

The symposium dinnerʼs speaker was a 
real treat—Dava Sobel (author of Galileo’s 
Daughter) who spoke on Nicolaus 
Copernicus. (And promoted her book on 
Copernicus, but that's all right – writers 
have to sell books to earn a living.)

RTMC. RTMC is on Memorial Day 
weekend. I was able to go only on Saturday 
this year (it’s swap meet day), and the 
place was all but deserted. The RTMC 
has evolved from an emphasis on amateur 
telescope making (ATM) to a mixture of 
ATM, manufacturer displays, vendors, 

Getting technical re: the Moon

13 more skywatchers once it got dark

Found crescent Venus low in NW

Annular Eclipse at Placitas Second contact and sunset through telescope, Celestron 
Nexstar GPS 11.; sunset through camera.     —Tim Martin

John Dickel and fellow TAAS members
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M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s Gordon Peguet

TAAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
May 31st 2012

UNM Physics and Astronomy Building Conference Room

MEETING MINUTES

Directors present: Dee Friesen (President), Dan Clark (Treasurer), Ray 
Collins, Amy Estelle, Bob Havlen, Roger Kennedy, Mike Molitor, Lynne 
Olson, Gordon Pegue, Steve Riegel and Steve Welch.

Directors absent: David Blair (Vice President), Art Vandereedt 
(Secretary), Dave Pitonzo and Daniel Zirzow.

Observers present: None.

Notes taken and minutes prepared by Gordon Pegue at the request of 
the President.

Meeting called to order at 7:04 pm.

Corrections to and approval of the April & May Minutes
Dee noted that corrections to and approval of the meeting 

minutes for the April 5th Board meeting was not possible due to 
circumstances beyond the Board’s control. Corrections to and approval 
of the minutes for the May 3rd Board meeting were not possible as the 
meeting was postponed and then held in an abbreviated form just before 
the General Meeting on May 5th. Since no minutes were needed at that 
meeting because no business was conducted, the consensus of the 
Board was that there was no problem moving forward.

Correspondence / Presidents remarks
a.  Dee commented on the outstanding participation by TAAS 

members in support of the activities and events held in 
conjunction with the annular eclipse on Sunday, May 20th. 
Additionally, he commented on some of the very positive 
responses he received from some of the organizations that 
offered support and logistics and from the visiting astronomers 
and general public.

b.  Dee went over his meeting objectives:
1. Dee noted that our current Secretary is experiencing 

personal issues and, for the time being, will be stepping 
away from his responsibilities.  In the interim, volunteer(s) 
may be needed to fill in during his absence.

2. Dan proposed that we accept his updated Budget for 2012 
after he noted that one additional item was added, namely 
the expense to replace the roof of the Ortega Building at 
GNTO.  Ray motioned to accept the amended budget, 
Gordon seconded and after a very brief discussion, a 
unanimous vote to accept was recorded.

3. Dee mentioned an idea that he had during the annular 
eclipse event at Mesa Del Sol: TAAS, in cooperation with 
Bernalillo County, would host a public star party at Mesa 
Del Sol.  To that end, Dee suggested that some site visits 
at night be undertaken to evaluate the sky quality. Dee 
noted that he would be willing to pursue the coordination 
with the folks at Bernalillo County.  Board consensus on 
this idea was very favorable.

4. Dee spoke about a commemorative Annular Solar Eclipse 
/ Venus Transit T-shirt project.  He’s looking for member 
assistance to deal with issues such as graphic design, 
coordination with Black Duck (our official TAAS clothing 

supplier) and other procurement tasks. He noted that 
he’d already been in touch with Black Duck to get 
some rough estimates of setup and shirt costs.  The 
consensus of the Board was unanimous approval of the 
idea and to pursue the project to completion.

5. Roger presented for display to the assembled Board 
Members the new Lunt 80mm solar telescope that was 
recently purchased via grant money from Lockheed 
Martin by the Friends of the Library and TAAS member 
Bob Amdahl.  Roger noted that TAAS, in the form of its 
solar outreach group, is the custodian of the instrument 
and that our responsibilities include operating, storage, 
management, usage scheduling, protection and 
maintenance of the instrument. The telescope will be 
used to support outreach activities for both the library 
system and TAAS.

6.  Roger also noted that a proposal to submit a grant 
request to Lockheed Martin for our own solar telescope 
is in the development stage and should be ready for 
presentation to the Board for review and approval at the 
July Board meeting.

7. Dee mentioned that possible alternative sites for Oak 
Flat events that may be cancelled due to forest fires 
or fire restrictions are still being investigated. Ideas on 
possible alternative sites may be submitted to Dee via 
taasdee@comcast.net.

Committee Reports
a. Finance:

1. Dan reported on the TAAS account balances (as of the 
end of April):

General Fund:   $   7,488.57
GNTO Fund:   $   9,492.94
Education Fund:  $   7,556.65
Dark Sky Fund:  $   1,726.27
Special Projects Fund:  $   5,467.23
Science Fair Fund:  $      325.00
Cosmic Carnival Fund:  $          0.00
Total Funds on Deposit:  $  32,056.66

(Decrease of $ 318.38)
2. Total membership count (all categories):      324

(Increase of 7)

b. GNTO: Refer to the full GNTO report by GNTO Director Steve 
Welch elsewhere in this issue of the newsletter.

c. Education: See the Education Outreach report elsewhere in 
this issue of the newsletter and items posted on the website 
for details on all outreach activities.
1. Roger reported that the TAAS School Star Party program 

reached 1890 children/parents for the just-concluded 
school year.

2. Roger noted that the solar program development for 
daytime events at schools is in progress.

3. Roger also indicated that an Education presentation is in 
the works and will probably be presented at the October 
General Meeting.

4. Roger concluded his report by bringing up an idea to 
provide a donation to Steve Ramsden of the Charlie 
Bates Solar Astronomy Project for solar glasses that 
Steve provided to TAAS for the eclipse. Subsequent 
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M e m b e r s h i p  S e r v i c e s

for:
•Membership Inquiries
•Events Information
•Volunteer Opportunities

Contact Bill Firth at
membership@taas.org

for:
•Membership Dues
•Magazine Subscriptions
•Address/e-mail changes

Contact Dan Clark at
treasurer@taas.org

P.O. Box 50581
 Albuquerque, NM 87181

L o c a t i o n ,  L o c a t i o n ,  L o c a t i o n
• Chaco Canyon• 

 6185’ elevation
 Latitude  Longitude
 36˚ 01’ 50”N     107˚ 54’ 36”W

 36.03˚    -107.91˚
 36˚ 1.83’  -107˚ 54.60’

• Oak Flat• 
 7680’ elevation
 Latitude  Longitude
 34˚ 59’ 48”N  106˚ 19’ 17”W

 34.99˚  -106.32˚
 34˚ 59.80’  -106˚ 19.28’

• UNM Campus Observatory•
 5180’ elevation
 Latitude  Longitude
 35˚ 5’ 29”N  106˚ 37’ 17”W

 35.09˚  -106.62˚
 35˚ 5.48’  -106˚ 37.29’

For security reasons, GNTO location is 
available by request only, so please contact 
Pete Eschman or Steve Welch for GNTO 
information.

T A A S  R e p o r t s  &  N o t i c e s

Courtesy Pete Eschman

E d i t o r ’ s  N o t e
  The deadline for the next  issue of The 
Sidereal Times is Friday, July 20. The 
newsletter editor’s e-mail address is editor@
taas.org. 

Text: E-mail text as an attachment, 
preferably in Microsoft Word or compatible 
format. 

Photos: Caption and credit needed. Attach 
photos or graphics in separate graphics files. 
Photos or graphics in Word files are no longer 
acceptable.

M o n t h l y  M e m b e r s h i p  R e p o r t
M a y  2 0 1 2

Membership Current Past Change
 Month Month

Regular 218 210 8
Family 64 58 6
Education 12 9 3
Military 4 4 0
Total Paid 298 281 17
Honorary 7 7 0
Complimentary 36 36 0
Total Members 341 324 17

W e l c o m e  t o  N e w
 o r  R e t u r n i n g

 T A A S  M e m b e r s
Jeremy Becker

Courtnee Bennett
Joel C de Baca

Linda Cox
Luke Fields

Martin Gonzales
Ginger Hindman

Rick Hudson
Roger Irwin
Domi Mann
John Russo
Sam Tuma

Peter Wanco

Explanation of Dues and
 Membership Renewal Date

New memberships will be posted 
as beginning the first day of the month 
regardless of what day during that month the 
check is received. Notice of renewal will be 
sent out the month before the due date. You 
will have until the end of the month after your 
renewal date to send your membership check. 

If you fail to pay and renew at that time, 
your membership will lapse. When you pay on 
a lapsed membership you will be reinstated in 
the month that the membership was originally 
due. (If dues were due in March and you did 
not renew until May or June or July, etc., the 
date of your renewal will be in March. If your 
dues are due in April and you pay in March, 
your membership will still be renewed in 
April.) 

In a nutshell, if you pay late or early your 
membership date stays the same and your 
next year’s dues will be due on that date next 
year.

—Dan Clark

GENERAL
Rick Hudson,  Peter Wanco,

Out-of-this-World
Contest Prize
EDUCATION
Rick Hudson

GNTO
Rick Hudson, Peter Wanco, 

Steve Welch
DARK SKY

Rick Hudson, Steve Welch
SPECIAL PROJECTS

Rick Hudson, Jerry Love

D o n a t i o n s  t o  TA A S

Correction: Membership numbers reported 
in the June issue were for the month of April. 
They were labeled as March.  —Ed.
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and at the City of Albuquerque Summer Fest event on 
Saturday, June 16th from noon till 6pm.

6. The ATM group will hold a regular meeting at the Manzano 
Mesa Multigenerational complex Wednesday evening, 
June 20th at 7PM.

7. The GNTO Committee will hold its regularly scheduled 
meeting on Thursday, June 21st at Ray Collins’ home. 
Contact Steve or Ray for more details and everyone is 
encouraged to participate.

8. The Saturday, June 23rd GNTO observing session will be a 
combination new moon observing and Isengard training 
event.

9. Our next Board meeting is scheduled for Thursday, June 28th 
at the Physics and Astronomy building at Yale and Lomas 
beginning at 7PM.

10. The Saturday, June 30th General Meeting at Regener Hall 
will feature Ted Spitzmiller speaking about the Curiosity 
rover mission to Mars.

New Business
a. Dee noted that TAAS member Simon Arnett and others are 

working on a proposal to modernize the methods by which 
TAAS utilizes a listserve for communications to subscribed 
members and also simplify the process of submitting messages 
to be distributed to the membership by means of the Board of 
Directors Official Email List (BODOEL). The proposal should 
be ready for presentation to the Board at the July BoD meeting.

b. Dee mentioned that TAAS member David Frizzell will be the 
team leader for the Cosmic Carnival event, to be held Sunday, 
September 30th.

Old Business
a. Dee reported that the disposition and potential use of our inventory 

of glass mirror blanks will be the subject of discussions and 
final resolution this fall.

b. Dee gave an update on the Starfire Optical Range (SOR) tour 
special event that has been in the planning stage for some 
time. Agreement to host the event was reached with SOR 
officials recently and a proposed schedule was presented. 
After a brief discussion, Tuesday, June 27th was set as the date 
for the tour. Complete details will be posted in a TAAS event 
update email and a blurb placed on the webpage. Interested 
members should contact Dee at taasdee@comcast.net.

Meeting adjourned at 8:36pm.

to a brief discussion, Steve Riegel motioned that $100 
from the Education Fund be allocated as discussed. 
Mike Molitor seconded and the result of the vote was 
unanimous approval.

d. Membership: No formal report.
1. As part of the Treasurer’s report provided by Dan: 210 

full, 58 family, 9 educator, 4 military, 7 honorary and 36 
complimentary members comprise the total membership 
of TAAS.

2. Lynne brought up the topic of membership materials and 
was directed by Dee to organize and prepare an inventory 
of all membership materials, including but not limited to 
membership packets, brochures, applications and other 
hand-outs.

e. Astronomy 101: No formal report.
f. Public Relations / Advertising: No formal report.
g. Special Projects: No formal report.
h. Special Interest Groups (SIG’s): No formal report.

Event Retrospect
a. As previously noted and as covered in the latest Sidereal Times, 

the May 20th annular eclipse of the sun was a rousing success 
for TAAS.

b. A brief mention of observing activities at the Averhoff residence in 
the east mountain area was noted.

Calendar & Event Prospect
a. Please refer to the full TAAS Calendar of Events, elsewhere in 

this issue of the Sidereal Times, and the website calendar for 
the complete event schedule.

b. Dee introduced a new special event idea: A hard-hat tour of the 
VLA sometime in August. He is requesting that a team leader 
step forward to plan, schedule, organize and coordinate the 
event.

c. Lynne went over the upcoming event highlights:
1. The Saturday, June 2nd General Meeting at Regener Hall 

will feature Dave Thomas of New Mexicans for Science 
and Reason presenting his program “Relativity for Poets”.

2. The upcoming Venus Transit special event on Tuesday, June 
5th will have TAAS’ official participation at three separate 
venues: Explora/NMMNHS (Dee is team leader), the 
Balloon Museum (Mike Molitor is team leader) and the 
UNM Campus Observatory (Karen Keese is team leader).

3. The ATM group will hold a regular meeting at the Manzano 
Mesa Multigenerational complex Wednesday evening, 
June 6th at 7PM. For more information, contact Ray 
Collins.

4. Our second Oak Flat Public Star Party of the season is 
scheduled for Saturday, June 9th. Roger Kennedy is the 
coordinating contact for this event.

5. Roger mentioned upcoming solar observing events on 
Sunday, June 10th at the NMMNHS from noon till 3pm 

swap meet, and talks/lectures.  In recent years the ATM part of 
RTMC has diminished steadily —prompting the name change 
from “RTMC” to “RTMC Astronomy Expo.” Attendance has fallen 
considerably in the past several years. 

In previous years, I remember large Meade and Celestron tents, 
David Levy selling books, Steve Swayze working over a mirror, 
JMI, OPT, Woodland Hills, Mathis Instruments, several amateur-
built telescopes in the middle of the field and on and on. This year 
only Meade, Planewave, OPT, Televue, and Woodland Hills had 
set up by Saturday noon. The main observing field held only three 
or four telescopes, set up from the previous night's observing. Two 
years ago there were twenty scopes. It doesn’t appear that RTMC 
can long survive if this trend continues.

Dark Sky Update
David Penasa reports that the dark sky 
page at www.taas.org has been updated 
recently. Check it out at http://www.taas.
org/darksky2.html. 

.  .  .  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 0

http://www.taas.org/darksky2.html
http://www.taas.org/darksky2.html
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  Archivist    Pat Appel  505-292-0463 (H)  archivist@taas.org
  ATM Coordinator   Ray Collins  505-344-9686 (H)  atm@taas.org
  ATM Coordinator   Michael Pendley   505-238-6060   atm@taas.org
  Dark Sky Coordinator   David Penasa  505-277-1141 (W)  darksky@taas.org
  Education Outreach   Roger Kennedy  505-296-2405 (H)  education_coord@taas.org 
  Events Coordinator   Lynne Olson  505-856-2537  events_coordinator@taas.org
  Grants Coordinator   Barry Spletzer  505-228-4384 (C)  grants@taas.org
  Librarian    Arthur VanDereedt  505-821-0530  librarian@taas.org
  Membership Chair   Bill Firth    505-899-0950  membership@taas.org
  Newsletter Editor   Gary Cooper  603-424-7375 (H)  editor@taas.org
  Observatory Director   Steve Welch  505-866-7668 (H)  gnto@taas.org
  Public Relations   Steve Riegel  505-274-3362  pr@taas.org
  Telescope Loan Coordinator  Barry Spletzer  505-228-4384 (C)  telescope_loans@taas.org
  UNM Observatory Coordinator  Daniel Zirzow  dzirzow at unm dot edu unm_coord@taas.org
  Web Master    Will Ferrell     webmaster@taas.org

2 0 1 2  T A A S  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s / S t a f f
Dee Friesen
President

president@taas.org
505-856-1593

David Blair
Vice President / General Meeting Coordinator

 vp@taas.org 
505-296-9632, 505-205-9562 (C)

Arthur VanDereedt
Secretary  / Librarian

secretary@taas.org
vandeta at msn dot com, 505-821-0530

Dan Clark
Treasurer

treasurer@taas.org
505-771-4346 (H)

Ray Collins
Director / ATM Coordinator

atm@taas.org
ray at rinzai dot com, 505-344-9686 (H)

Amy Estelle
Director

adestelle2000@yahoo.com
505-730-0025

Roger Kennedy
Director/Education Coordinator

education_coord@taas.org
505-296-2405 (H)

Bob Havlen
Director

505-856-3306

Mike Molitor
Director

molitor.simon@gmail.com
land: 505-717-2601, cell: 518-225-7077

Lynne Olson
Director / Events Coordinator

events_coordinator@taas.org                                
505-856-2537                                  

Gordon Pegue
Director

gpegue at comcast dot net 
505-332-2523

Dave Pitonzo
Director

dpitonzo at comcast dot net
503-939-3297

Steve Riegel
Director / Public Relations

pr@taas.org
505-274-3362

Steve Welch
Director / Observatory Director

gnto@taas.org
505-866-7668 (H)

Daniel Zirzow
Director / UNM Observatory Coordinator

unm_coord@taas.org
dzirzow at unm dot edu

The Albuquerque Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 50581

Albuquerque, NM 87181-0581



MEMBERSHIP:  You may request a 
membership application by sending e-mail 
to membership@taas.org or calling (505) 
254-TAAS(8227).  Applications may also 
be downloaded from the Web site.  Annual 
dues to The Albuquerque Astronomical 
Society are $30/year for a full membership 
and $15/year for a teacher, student (grades 
K-12), or military membership.  Additional 
family members may join for $5/each 
(teacher, student and family memberships 
are not eligible to vote on society matters).  
New member information packets can be 
downloaded from the Web site or requested 
from the TAAS Membership Services 
Director at  membership@taas.org  You may 
send your dues by mail to our newsletter 
return address with your check written out 
to The Albuquerque Astronomical Society 
or give your check to the Treasurer  at the 
next meeting.
  
MAGAZINES:  Discount magazine 
subscriptions to Sky and Telescope  and 
Astronomy  as well as discounts on 
books from Sky Publishing Corporation 
are available when purchased by TAAS 
members through our society.  Include any 
of the above magazine renewal mailers 
and subscription payments as part of your 
renewal check.  Make checks out to TAAS 
(we will combine and send one check to the 
publisher). Warning: publishers take several 
months to process magazine subscriptions.

A RT I C L E S / A D V E RT I S E M E N T S :  
Articles, personal astronomical classified 
advertisements and business card size 
advertisements for businesses related 
to astronomy must be submitted by the 
deadline shown on the Society calendar 
(generally the Friday near the new Moon)  
Rates for commercial ads (per issue) are 
$120 per page, $60 per half page, $30 per 
quarter page, $7 for business card size.  The 
newsletter editor reserves the right to include 
and/or edit any article or advertisement.   
E-mail attachments in Microsoft Word, 
11 point Palatino, justified, no indent at 
paragraph beginning, one  space  between 
paragraphs is preferred.   ASCII and RTF are 
acceptable.  One column is approximately 
350 words.  Contact the Newsletter Editor at 
editor@taas.org  for more information.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that the 
Sidereal Times is mailed at a first class mail 
rate.  As a result, the newsletter may be 
forwarded to your new address should you 
move, or it may not !!  Please provide the 
Treasurer (treasurer@taas.org) with your 
new mailing    address or e-mail address to 
ensure that you receive your newsletter.

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the 
Librarian at librarian@taas.org or 890-8122 
to check out a book or make a contribution.

TAAS ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
TAAS Web site: http://www.taas.org 
   The TAAS Web site includes:
 Online Sidereal Times
 Educational Outreach
 Programs: TAAS 200, Equipment Trader, 

Telescope Loaner Program,
 and more

 SIGs
 Members Guide
 Links to Astronomy Resources and 

Members’ Blogs
   E-mail: taas@taas.org
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